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Abstract— Wireless access virtualization is an emerging avenue
for research for future 5G networks. For its ability to augment network sharing and its subsequent impact on reducing
network setup and operational costs, network virtualization is
greatly sought after by telecommunications operators all over
the world. This paper classifies virtual wireless access into three
possible PHY–MAC models that differ in terms of the degree
of segregation of baseband signal processing and radio access
units. One of the models uses special purpose hardware while
another leverages software defined networking (SDN) and cloud
computing technologies for implementing virtual wireless access
using general purpose hardware. The proposed models differ in
terms of their associated network operational cost as well as in
terms of the level of QoS they can provide. A new multi-criteria
utility function is hence proposed in order to assess the tradeoffs
between network cost & QoS of these models from a PHY–MAC
layer perspective. The new utility function provides guidelines for
a network designer to choose the optimal virtualization model
that best fits an operator’s budget constraint as well as the
QoS requirement of the intended service. Analytical results show
that a novel hybrid model that properly combines both special
purpose and SDN & cloud computing technologies maximizes the
newly introduced utility function by attaining the best balance
between overall network cost and QoS. This occurs in most
expected practical cases where precisely, one of the two does
not relatively outweigh the other and viceversa.
Index Terms— Radio access networks, platform virtualization,
cost benefit analysis, quality of service, PHY, MAC, SDN, cloud
computing.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION
RADITIONAL cellular networks are designed to serve
the peak network traffic demand. This often results
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in over-provisioning of network resources [1], which is
very expensive in terms of network deployment as well as
operational costs. Network operators can not benefit from
on demand resource provisioning which would allow them
to scale-up or scale-down network resources according to
traffic demand at any given instant of time. Moreover, the
use of complex control plane protocols and vendor locked-in
devices are not amenable to provision new cellular services
that might require the implementation of novel protocols or
signal processing schemes. Future 5G networks will demand
a more flexible and elastic network architecture that will
facilitate provisioning novel services at a lower network cost,
which is not possible with current network architectures.
To resolve these issues, it is imperative to re-architect current
network structures in new ways that make most efficient use
of available resources, use less expensive general-purpose
hardware rather than expensive special-purpose hardware in
order to reduce overall network cost and provide flexibility to
incorporate new network technologies using programmable
and elastic network infrastructure [2]. Virtualizing wireless
access solves to a great extent the aforementioned problems.
In a virtual access topology, independent and isolated
virtual networks are built on one or more physical network
substrates in which the virtual networks are transparent to each
other in terms of presence. The virtual networks are able to
use customized network protocols, signal processing and network management functionalities that best suits the intended
services. Wireless network virtualization has been approached
from different perspectives: spectrum virtualization [3], [4],
as well as virtualization for different wireless technologies
(i.e., WLAN, WiMAX, LTE) [5]–[10]. Major telecommunication vendors and operators are teaming up for research in
network function virtualization (NFV) [11]. The FP7-iJOIN
project [12] is investigating the use of cloud computing for a
radio access network as a service (RANaaS) paradigm, where
RAN functionalities are distributed among decentralized and
centralized network entities. The model focuses on handling
interference in a dense network environment consisting of a
large number of small (femto) cells. For front-haul, it uses
either wireless or optical transmission links. Software defined
networking (SDN) is being seen as a crucial driver to virtualize
wireless access [2], [13], [14] and core [15], [16] networks
due to its ability to introduce network flexibility by separating
the control and data planes. Cloud computing is also being
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investigated as a significant enabler towards a shared and
elastic virtual wireless network [17]–[19].
Each of the aforementioned works tries to solve a particular
problem pertaining to virtualization but a unified solution to
wireless access network virtualization that incorporates virtualization of radio resources, computing & storage resources and
the underlying network fabric is absent in the open literature.
Different radio access technologies (RATs) use different
physical, MAC and network layer processing techniques.
Hence, a virtualization solution targeted to one particular
RAT (e.g., WiFi) might not be applicable to another (e.g., 3G,
long term evolution (LTE), etc.). In a complete virtualized
platform, all network resources are virtualized. As such, it is
not sufficient to virtualize processing and storage resources;
the underlying network fabric must also be virtualized in
order to create isolated virtual networks (VNs) on a shared
infrastructure. Also provisions should be made for shared and
isolated use of radio spectrum while maintaining service level
agreements (SLA) between the infrastructure providers and the
virtual network operators (VNOs). Hence, a unified solution to
wireless network virtualization is necessary in order to facilitate shared and efficient resource utilization among incumbent
VNOs, thus enabling them to implement a customized
network using a common subset of network resources.
Also the economic impact of various wireless virtualization
models has not been analyzed in the available open literature
according to the best knowledge of the authors of this paper.
In this paper, we classify wireless access virtualization
frameworks in three different categories that vary in terms
of their underlying physical infrastructures. We also analyze
their respective network cost and achievable QoS trade-offs
from PHY and MAC layer perspectives. This analysis provides
guidance in selecting the best possible virtualization model
for a certain implementation scenario. This paper claims the
following contributions:
• The classification of virtual wireless access networks
into three models (considering greenfield deployment
scenarios).
a) A special-purpose hardware-based wireless access virtualization model, referred to as Locally Virtualized
Network (LVN), where a hypervisor is used to slice
super base stations (SBSs) to create multiple virtual
base stations (VBSs).
b) A data center based wireless access virtualization
model, referred to as Clustered/Remote Virtualized
Network (CVN/RVN), where SDN and cloud computing technologies are used to virtualize the underlying networking fabric and computation & storage
resources. In this model, fiber-distributed remote radio
heads (RRHs) are used to provide radio access to
users.
c) A third model, referred to as hybrid virtualized network (HVN), where we properly combine both of the
aforementioned models to offer the potential to balance
network cost and QoS with greater flexibility than the
previous two models (LVN and CVN/RVN).
• A new multi-criteria utility function that accounts for
network cost & QoS trade-offs to enable the design
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and optimization of wireless access virtualization
architectures that best comply with the investment and
service-level requirements of network operators (and/or
service providers).
We present a LTE HetNet model as a benchmark to
compare the current network deployment approach with
the proposed virtualization frameworks. The remainder of
this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly
present the dimensioning, the cost analysis, and the time
division duplex (TDD) configuration of a typical 4G LTE
HetNet as a benchmark architecture without virtualization.
In Sections III and IV, respectively, we analyze the virtualized
architectures, the dimensioning, and both the capital
expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX)
calculations for the LVN and the CVN/RVN frameworks.
Next, we subdue the HVN framework that we advocate in
Section V to the same analysis exercise. The new network
utility function is introduced and defined in Section VI, while
analysis results are presented and discussed in Section VII.
Conclusions are drawn out in Section VIII.
II. T RADITIONAL H ETEROGENEOUS N ETWORK (H ET N ET )
We consider here as a benchmark, an architecture without
virtualization base on a multi-tier LTE HetNet consisting of
macro, micro, and pico cells. It is pertinent to distinguish our
network modeling with the models in [20] and [21]. The system model in [20] considers multiple radio interfaces per node
that are capable of working on multiple channels. The paper
focuses on the fact that, using multiple channels through multiple interfaces will enable higher bandwidth use, which will
eventually result in higher system capacity. Though the authors
consider heterogeneous channels and heterogeneous traffic,
they do not consider a multi-tier heterogeneous network. The
system model considered in [21] consists of a two-tier network
having a macro-cell tier and a femto-cell tier and both are
modelled following Poisson point process (PPP). Whereas in
our paper, we consider a three-tier network model consisting
of macro, micro and pico base stations, that are distributed
across the coverage area following a deterministic distribution
model. Moreover, we do not consider femto BSs (FBSs) in
our analysis because FBSs are user owned devices that are
deployed randomly according to the preference of users, which
is beyond the control of cellular network operators.
A. HetNet Dimensioning
The HetNet model considered in our analysis consists of
distributed smaller cells (micro, pico, and femto) with an
overlay of large macro cells. While the macro cells provides
network coverage, smaller cells are normally deployed to
meet capacity demands in a certain area. To estimate the
BS requirements, the total number of BSs needed to cover
a certain area can be expressed as
N B S = f (A, R B S , RU E , NU E )

(1)

where N B S is the total number of BSs, A is the coverage area,
R B S is the data rate capacity per BS, RU E is the average data
rate capacity demand per user equipment (UE) and NU E is the
average number of active UEs. A network can be modeled to
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be either coverage or capacity limited. Hence a straightforward
way to model the required number of BSs is [22]:


A
NU E × RU E
N B S = max
,
(2)
RB S
π × d B2 S
where d B S is the coverage radius of a BS. It should be noted
that, in [22], only single-tier architectures are considered.
The authors compared operational costs when the network
consisted of any BS type (macro/micro/pico BSs). On the other
hand, in this paper, we consider a three-tier heterogeneous
network model that consists of macro, micro and pico BSs.
We dimension the macro cells in coverage-limited cases in
order to provide ubiquitous network coverage, whereas smaller
cells (micro and pico) are deployed in capacity-limited cases,
to satisfy user data rate demands.

Mathematically, the discounted cost of an investment, c,
at a discount rate of d%, can be expressed as [23]
C=

C=

(3)

where Ci is the total cost for tier i , N B Si is the number
of BSs in tier i , Ccapi and Copi are the corresponding
CAPEX and OPEX, respectively. Further, the CAPEX can be
expressed as
Ccapi = Ceqi + Csbi

(4)

where Ceqi and Csbi are the equipment and site-buildout costs,
respectively. And the OPEX can be decomposed as
Copi = Csli + Com i + Cbh i

(5)

where Csli , Com i , and Cbh i are the site-lease cost, the operation
and maintenance cost and the back-haul cost, respectively. The
total cost for a K -tier HetNet is
CT =

K


Ci .

(6)

We adopt the cumulated discounted cash flow (DCF)
method [23] to calculate the total cost per tier i in present
time. DCF analysis is a very commonly used valuation method
to estimate the attractiveness of an investment opportunity,
namely in terms of net present value (NPV). In this form
of financial analysis, all the future cash flows are estimated
and discounted to give their respective values in present time.
DCF is based on the concept of time value of money, with
variations in time due to inflation, capital gains, etc. Hence,
in financial analysis, all future cash flows are estimated and
discounted to give their present value.
In DCF analysis, to compute the NPV of an economic opportunity, all the future cash flow and a discount
rate are given as input, and the output gives the NPV.

cp
(1 + d) p

(8)

where c p is the cash flow at year p and d is the discount rate.
In our analysis, one BS is exploited for Y years, hence, for a
discount rate d, the net NPV for the BS is
Y
−1


ciy

y=0

(1 + d) y

(9)

where ciy is the cost of a BS at tier i for the year y. Here,
the CAPEX, i.e., the radio equipment, site buildout and site
installation costs are accounted for the first year (y = 0). The
annual OPEX (i.e., the site lease, O & M and backhaul costs)
is assumed to be constant. The OPEX values are discounted
for from y = 1 to Y − 1 years to calculate the net cost
value in present time. Hence, c provides the net estimate (both
investment and running costs) for the entire life-cycle of the
BS in present values.
Adopting a similar approach, the total cost for the K -tier
network that is exploited for Y years can be calculated as
C DT =

Y
−1

y=0

=

Y
−1

y=0

CT y
(1 + d) y
K

Ciy
(1 + d) y
i=1

⎛
⎞
K
Y
−1  K


Copiy
k=1
⎠ × N B Si
=⎝
Ccapi +
(1 + d) y
i=1

i=1

P−1

p=0

c=

Ci = N B Si × (Ccapi + Copi )

(7)

In case, there are multiple cash-flows at future time periods,
all future cash flows should be discounted and added together
to get the NPV. For example, the NPV of a cash flow in
P years can be calculated as [23]

B. HetNet Cost Analysis
The total cost per tier is the aggregate of capital expenditures (CAPEX), i.e., the initial set up cost of the network and
operational expenditures (OPEX), i.e., the operational cost of
the network per year for a specific tier. Hence the network
cost for a tier i can be expressed as

c
.
(1 + d)

(10)

y=1

where in our analysis, the discount rate, d is assumed to
be 10% and the BSs in the network are assumed to be used for
Y = 5 years. The cost values used are given in (Table I [24]).
Cost values used in the analysis are approximate, yet very
representative. Since the goal of this article is to show the
relative trend qualitatively rather than reporting exact cost
values quantitatively, these representative values serve the
purpose without impinging on the quality or nature of the
obtained results and conclusions even if a more realistic setup
were to be adopted instead. To keep our analysis tractable,
it should be noted that we have assumed the discount rate d
to be constant for the duration of the calculation time period,
i.e., Y years. However, in practice, the discount rate may vary
according to various factors, such as, the inflation rate, the
financial risk involved in the opportunity, and the higher value
of other opportunities.
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TABLE I
T RADITIONAL N ETWORK BS PARAMETER

TABLE II
S PECIAL S UBFRAME C ONFIGURATION FOR N ORMAL CP

Fig. 1.

Bolck diagram of a multi-RAT SBS.

III. L OCALLY V IRTUALIZED N ETWORK (LVN)
Again, we would like to emphasize that the network cost
calculated in [22] is targeted for a single-tier homogeneous network; in contrast, the cost model in Eq.(10) represents a
heterogeneous network that consists of three different types
of BSs deployed either in coverage-limited (macro BSs) or
capacity-limited (micro and pico BSs) cases.
Femto BSs (FBSs) are customer-peripheral devices installed
in a random manner. For this reason, we do not consider them
in our modeling.
C. LTE-TDD Configuration
LTE operates in two different modes: Time Division
Duplex (TDD) and Frequency Division Duplex(FDD). In our
analysis, we have considered the TDD mode of operation due to its wide acceptance among mobile operators
around the world [25], [26]. One other key motivation is
that TDD, in contrast to FDD, could operate in full-duplex
mode.
However, using TDD requires tight coordination and synchronization among network equipment in the same coverage area. For this reason, in TDD, the evolved nodes B
(eNBs) operating in the same coverage area need to be
synchronized with each other within the frame granularity.
The switching electronics in the eNB and UE need time to
toggle between the Tx/Rx modes. To facilitate this operation, a guard period (GP) is allocated in a special subframe
to compensate for the switching time and the propagation
delay. The special subframe mainly takes care of the DL-UL
synchronization. This frame is structured in three parts: the
Downlink Pilot Time Slot (DwPTS), the GP and the Uplink
Pilot Time Slot (UpPTS). Table-II [27] shows the subframe
configuration for LTE-TDD using a normal cyclic prefix. The
GP has to be sufficiently long to accommodate the propagation
delay and the hardware switching time to properly enable the
DL/UL transition.

We propose the LVN as a distributed virtualization model
that consists of virtualized BSs distributed in a certain coverage zone. In this model, BSs are virtualized (or sliced) to create
multiple VBSs that are operated by different VNOs. A flowbased virtualization method is adopted, where the incumbent
VBSs in a physical BS are isolated at the flow-level. The
virtualization models in [6], [8], and [9] require modifications
to the existing network nodes and use of a separate IT-based
network in order to implement virtualization functionalities.
But the LVN model proposed in this paper uses a single
network substrate composed of SBSs to implement VBSs.
We use OpenFlow [28] for flow-level virtualization of the
physical BSs; we also consider that the nodes in LVN are
multi-RAT capable. A detailed description of the LVN model
is given in this section along with its dimensioning and cost
analysis.
A. LVN Architecture
For the LVN framework, we propose a BS architecture that
is an enhanced version of multiple radio access technology
(multi-RAT) enabled BS [29] with hardware augmentation (by
including a hypervisor module) to make them virtualizationcapable. We refer to these newly created base stations as super
base stations (SBSs). The multi-RAT SBSs are capable to
support multiple wireless access technologies (e.g., WiFi, 3G,
OFDMA based 4G systems, etc.) simultaneously to serve user
equipments (UEs) using one or some if not all of these RATs.
The major enhancement in the SBS architecture (cf. Fig. 1)
is the ‘Hypervisor’ block, which virtualizes (or slices) the
physical SBS into multiple virtual BSs (VBSs). Traditional
BSs are operated by a single operator; hence, all the hardware
(processing, storage, transmission, etc.) and radio resources are
exploited and managed by that operator. On the contrary, an
SBS is sliced into multiple virtual BSs (VBSs), each of which
belongs to a different network operator. The hypervisor in the
SBS is in fact, the virtualizing entity that manages isolation
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among the incumbent VBSs and provisions hardware and radio
resources among them according to the service level agreement (SLA) between the virtual network operators (VNOs)
that operate the VBSs and the infrastructure provider (InP),
which is responsible for deployment and management of
the SBSs.
The hypervisor consists of four components: a resource
controller, a spectrum manager, a slice manager, and a management and monitoring (M & M) interface (cf. Fig. 1). The
resource controller keeps track of the resources of the SBS
and collaborates with the slice manager for proper resource
provisioning. Specialized software libraries (SLs) are used to
handle the resource allocation for each RAT. For example,
the SL for OFDMA-based networks (LTE, WiMAX) assigns
physical resources at the granularity of physical resource
blocks (PRBs) of the OFDMA frame structure. Similarly, for
other incumbent RATs, the corresponding SLs will partition
resources depending on the underlying PHY and MAC layer
technologies. The spectrum manager, which orchestrates air
interface virtualization is basically a spectrum allocation entity
that provides radio resources to the VBSs according to their
need and corresponding SLAs.
The VBSs residing in the physical SBS need to be functionally isolated from each other, so that, the operation of one
does not interfere with the other. As such, the VNOs operating
the VBSs should do so in a way equivalent to possessing a
physical base station themselves. This is provisioned by the
slice manager that isolates the incumbent VBSs in flow-level.
Traffic flow from the VBSs in the downlink (DL) direction is
intercepted by the hypervisor and the slice manager decides
which RAT module in the SRC unit this flow should be sent to.
Slice-IDs are used to distinguish flows from different VBSs.
Similarly, in the uplink (UL) direction, traffic flows coming
from the SRC are checked for the slice-ID by the slice manager
to decide on their destination VBS and directs the flow to the
appropriate VBS. The flow multiplexing/demultiplexing unit
in the slice manager is responsible for the flow management
in the DL and UL directions. The slice manager does the
flow level virtualization [30]. For proper management of the
wireless access, a VNO needs to monitor the state of its nodes
and act if any change is needed. This functionality is provided
by the M&M application programming interface (API) of the
hypervisor.
The hypervisor interacts with the single radio controller (SRC) [29], which is a unified network controller for
multi-standard radio resource management. As we can see
from Fig. 1, the SRC has 4G, 3G, 2G, and WiFi function
modules which manage the corresponding transceiver units at
the multi-RAT RRHs. The core network can be virtualized as
described in Section IV.
B. LVN Dimensioning
Let the number of operators in area A be n op . Assuming the
number of slices per SBS, n sl , the required number of SBSs
in area A is,


n op
A
Nue × Rue
(11)
NS B S =
× max
,
2
n sl
RS B S
π × dsbs

where dsbs is the coverage radius of a SBS. In our network
planning, we deploy macro-SBS in the coverage-limited case,
whereas smaller (micro and pico) cells are deployed in the
capacity-limited case according to traffic demand in specific
places (e.g., hotspots).
C. LVN Cost Analysis
Since the SBS is basically an augmentation of a traditional
BS, we adopt its cost as a reference value when calculating
the SBS cost. We suppose that the cost of every SBS increases
by γ (=20%) with each extra slice its houses. This is just a
simplified assumption to account for the economies of scale
made possible by SBS resource sharing. So, the cost of the
SBS radio equipment is
s
= Ceqi × [1 + γ × (n sl − 1)]
Ceq
i

(12)

where Ceqi is the cost of a traditional BS at tier i , n sl is the
number of slices in a SBS. Expenditures for site build out, site
leases, power consumption and O&M are approximated in a
similar fashion. Hence, the total cost per tier is
l
l
+ Cop
)
Cil = N S B Si × (Ccap
i
i

(13)

where N S B Si is the total number of SBSs in tier i , Cil is
l
l
the total cost for tier i , Ccap
and Cop
are the corresponding
i
i
CAPEX and OPEX, respectively, for a SBSs in tier i . Further,
the CAPEX can be expressed as
l
s
s
= Ceq
+ Csb
Ccap
i
i
i

(14)

s
l
where Ceq
and Csb
are the equipment and site-build cost,
i
i
respectively. And the OPEX can be decomposed as
l
s
s
s
= Csr
+ Com
+ Cbh
Cop
i
i
i
i

(15)

s
s , Cs
where Csr
om i and Cbh i are the site-rent, operation & maini
tenance (power consumption and maintenance), and backhaul
costs, respectively. Hence, the total cost for the LVN is

C Tl =

K


Cil .

(16)

i=1

We use the cumulated discounted cash flow method to
calculate the total cost per tier i in present time. If, on average,
one BS is exploited for Y years, then for a discount rate d,
the total cost can be calculated as
Y
−1

C Tl
(1 + d) y
y=0
Y
−1  K
l
i=1 Ci
=
.
(1 + d) y

C lDT =

(17)

y=0

IV. C LUSTERED /R EMOTE V IRTUALIZED
N ETWORK (CVN/RVN)
The CVN/RVN is a cloud-based virtualization framework.
In this model, computing, storage and networking resources
are pooled in wireless data centers that we refer to as central
processing centers (CPCs). In a CPC, BS functionalities are
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Flow chart showing a NO’s decision steps.

implemented as software instances on IT-grade servers and
radio access is provided via fiber-connected, distributed and
multi-RAT RRHs. When a single large CPC is used to cover
a certain geographical area A, we refer to this network as a
remote virtualized network (RVN). When a number of smaller
CPCs are distributed to cover the area A, the network is called
a clustered virtualized network (CVN). A typical CVN architecture is shown in Fig. 3 that consists of distributed data centers interconnected by a metropolitan optical network (MON)
which is composed of optical cross connects (OXCs) and
fiber optic cables. We advocate the use of SDN and cloud
computing as enabling technologies for implementing the
proposed CVN/RVN model. By separating the control and data
planes, SDN enables network programmability and innovative
service provisioning in otherwise closed telecommunication
networks. Resource sharing as well as elastic and on-demand
resource provisioning are possible in the new cloud computing
paradigm. There are mainly three parts in this architecture: the
Network Orchestrator (NO), the Radio Access Network (RAN)
(cf. Fig. 4), and the Core Network (CN) (cf. Fig. 5). We discuss the detailed architectural components of the CVN/RVN
framework in this section. We also present the dimensioning
of a CVN/RVN network that follows with the cost analysis of
this model.
A. Network Orchestrator (NO)
The NO is the central control point for both the access
and core networks. It controls the underlying physical and
virtual resources. It consists of both RAN and CN controllers.
It also provides a configuration & monitoring interface to
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CVN Architecture.

the VNOs and SPs. Each VNO has a network controller
that manages the underlying SDN-based network fabric. The
compute & storage controller manages the computing and
storage resources. The conventional NO is motivated by the
SDI resource management system in [13], which is used to
control and manage the underlying networking & computing
resources in a wired network environment. The flow-chart
in Fig. 2 shows the various steps involved in the NO’s decision
making in the creation and subsequent operation of VNOs.
A prospective VNO requests its required resources from the
NO (managed by an InP). The NO consults its resource database to see if the VNO’s request can be satisfied. If resources
are insufficient, it would notify the VNO that its request cannot
be fulfilled. But if the InP has available resources to satisfy the
VNO’s demand, the compute & storage controller of the NO
will allocate these resources to the VNO. The VNO can then
install its virtual network functions (VNFs) (e.g., switching
gateway (SGW), packet data network gateway (PGW), mobility management entity (MME), etc. for a MVNO case) in the
allocated memory locations. Similarly, the network controller
unit of the NO assigns network resources in accordance to the
VNOs request. The VNO can build its customized network
using its own network controller application that programs the
underlying programmable switching and radio plane devices.
Hence, a VNO has its own network consisting of VNFs and
a virtual network.
B. Radio Access Network (RAN)
The CVN/RVN RAN consists of the network fabric and the
compute & storage parts. A detailed network diagram is shown
in Fig. 4. This section describes these platforms in detail.
1) Network Fabric: The network fabric consists of
programmable switches and radio devices (RRHs) that can be
programmed following the SDN paradigm. A virtual network
operator (VNO) or service provider (SP) can build its own
customized network in the networking fabric by programming
its allocated network resources. VNOs express the functional
behavior of their networks by different SDN applications.
The controller platform (e.g., POX [31], NOX [32], Ryu [33],
FloodLight [34], etc.) converts the high level network
policies from the application layer and expresses them in a
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Functional block representation of a CVN/RVN RAN with a network orchestrator.

CVN/RVN core network flow diagram.

form compatible with the underlying programmable switching
fabric. For this purpose, the controllers use a southbound API,
e.g., OpenFlow [28] to modify the forwarding behaviour of
underlying switches. A multi-RAT interface layer (ADC/DAC)
translates the information to the appropriate RAT by the
optical (or microwave) front-haul.
For virtualizing the network fabric, a controller
(e.g., FlowVisor [30]) is used which is basically a transparent
proxy that ensures isolation among the virtual operators (SDN
applications). Different SDN applications (e.g., VNO, HD
video provider, sports channel provider, gaming companies,
etc.) can be built using a high-level network programming
API (e.g., Pyretic [35]). Domain-specific programming
languages like Pyretic are programmer-friendly, provide
high-level network abstraction, and enable a programmer’s
task of writing modular network applications.

2) Compute & Storage Unit: The network applications and
various signal processing software components are stored and
executed in the compute & storage unit. The compute &
storage controller takes the high-level requirements from third
parties (e.g., MVNOs and SPs) and allocates computing,
storage and radio resources. For such an “infrastructure as
a service (IaaS)” deployment, we have used the open source
cloud computing platform, OpenStack [36].
Current heterogeneous multi-RAT technologies use different
PHY and MAC layer and radio resource management (RRM)
functions. To facilitate the development of customized RAT
technologies, different PHY, MAC and RRM techniques are
implemented as individual software modules in GPP servers
(see bottom-left part in Fig. 4). As such, any VNO or SP
can combine different modules that efficiently implement its
intended service & application. A VNO can also develop its
own customized PHY, MAC or RRM protocols. For demanding PHY-layer processing features, special purpose hardware
and hardware accelerators are used.
C. Core Network (CN)
The CN is implemented in GPP servers using
OpenStack [36] technology to enable the cloud computing
paradigm. It has three main parts as illustrated in Fig. 5,
an interface layer, user-state database (DB), and CN functional
modules. The CN interface layer is a communication interface
with the network controller that sends/receives network
configuration instructions for the computing & storage and
the networking sections. It also communicates control signals
and data with legacy (non virtualized) network elements.
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The user state DB compiles all state information for the
users. Hence, the underlined virtual entities can be stateless.
The core network control-plane functions such as the
mobility management entity (MME), the policy & charging
rule function (PCRF), the home subscriber server (HSS), the
authentication, authorization & accounting (AAA), etc. are
implemented as software modules. As such, the VNOs/SPs
can create their (virtual) components for the respective service
provisioning. For data-plane forwarding, FlowVisor [30] virtualizes the underlined software-defined programmable switch
fabric.
The CVN/RVN model proposed here uses software
instances of BSs implemented in servers with distributed
fiber-connected RRHs and OpenFlow [28] for virtual wireless
access rendering. It also provisions for multi-RAT RRHs.
In contrast,the model in [10], considers VBS pooling over two
servers only and does not analyze the more realistic case when
the scale of VBS pooling becomes as large as that of a data
center. Also the work in [10] does not address critical virtualization issues like slice isolation and customized network stack
implementation capabilities for VNOs. Moreover, unlike the
proposed CVN/RVN model, the C-RAN architecture in [17]
does not use OpenFlow [28]. As such the proposed OpenFlowbased [28] CVN/RVN architecture therefore accounts for the
aforementioned features. And the radio signal transmission
over fiber (RoF) actually becomes a critical issue for the
implementation of large data center. The new CVN/RVN
model takes into consideration the RoF issue and provides a
guideline for wireless data center dimensioning, a key aspect
that has not been studied in the open literature to the best
of the authors’ knowledge. From a broader perspective, we
envision the distributed CPCs as a “cloud of wireless data
centers”. As a proof of concept, a virtual heterogeneous wireless access network model was implemented by the authors of
this work in [37] using an emulation platform, where service
differentiation was studied for two virtual networks that were
implemented in a common subset of network infrastructure.
Emulation results suggested that virtual wireless networks are
able to achieve the QoS requirement of carrier networks while
ensuring efficient resource utilization by sharing a common
subset of network infrastructure.

and the number of RRHs for pico-coverage is
p

Nr = (ν p × (μ p × Acpc ) × Rup )/R P B S .

(20)

Please note that the work in [10] dedicates two processor
cores for the implementation of one macro VBS only. Since
micro and pico cells serve lower loads than a macro cell, it is
intuitive that the micro and pico base stations will require less
processing hardware. From a “processor core” point of view,
the required number of servers required for a CPC, considering
servers with eight-core processors, can be calculated as
p

Nser = (Nrm × pcm + Nrmi × pcmi + Nr × pc p )/8

(21)

where pcm , pcmi , and pc p are the numbers of dedicated
processor cores required for macro, micro, and pico VBSs,
p
respectively. And Nrm , Nrmi , and Nr are the numbers of RRHs
for macro, micro, and pico cell coverage in the concerned area.
It is worth noting in our analysis that we assumed each cell
to have its own dedicated RRH. The number of server racks
rack , where N rack is the number of servers
is Nrack = Nser /Nser
ser
per rack. The number of switches and OXCs are approximated
as Nsw = Nrack and Noxc = Nrack , respectively.
E. RRHs Cost
The RRH cost is calculated as
Crrh = Crrh c + Crrh o

(22)

where Crrh c and Crrh o are the RRHs’ CAPEX and OPEX,
respectively. Crrh c consists of the radio equipment (crrh e ) and
the site installation costs (crrh si ). Whereas the OPEX consists
of O&M costs only. No site lease nor backhaul costs are
considered for the RRHs since fiber optic cables are used for
radio signal transmission. Hence, the RRHs’ cost in a CPC is
p

p

m
mi
+ Nrmi × Crrh
+ Nr × Crrh
Crrh = Nrm × Crrh

(23)

p

m , C mi , and C
where Crrh
rrh
rrh are the separate RRHs’ costs
for macro, micro and pico coverage, respectively. The cumulated discounted cash flow for the RRHs over Y years is
calculated as
t
Crrh
=

Y
−1

Crrh y

y=0

(1 + d) y

(24)

where Crrh y is the cost of the RRHs in year y.

D. CVN/RVN Dimensioning
The required number of RRHs for macro-coverage can be
calculated as


2
dcpc
m
, (νm ×(μm × Acpc )× Rum )/R M B S
Nr = n op ×max
π ×dm2
(18)
where dcpc and Acpc are the CPC size and coverage area,
respectively, and μm , νm and Rum are the user density, the
HetNet coefficient (i.e., the ratio of macro, micro and pico
cells) and the average user data rate, respectively. Similarly,
the number of RRHs for micro-coverage is
Nrmi = (νmi × (μmi × Acpc ) × Rumi )/R Mi B S
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(19)

F. CPC Cost
The CPC cost accounts for different expenditures that
cover the data-center’s occupied space, the power consumption
for hardware processing and cooling, the personnel salaries,
software costs, etc. For real estate expenses, we adopt the
following model proposed in [38].
1) Space Cost: The real estate value for a CPC per year
can be calculated as [38]
N O I × Acpc × oc
(25)
Csp =
CP
where N O I is the net operating income per square meter per
year, C P is the capitalization rate, Acpc is the CPC area and
oc is its occupancy factor.
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TABLE III

2) Power Delivery Cost: A power delivery system in a
typical data center is expected to feed air conditioning, battery
back-up, on-site power generation, and both delivery and
generation redundancies. Depreciation or amortization and
maintenance costs are associated with the infrastructure that
encompasses all the aforementioned functions. Hence, the cost
burden of power delivery per year can be expressed as [38]
C pwr = (1 + K p ) × ce × PH W

RRH PARAMETER

(26)

where ce is the cost of power delivery per watt per year, PH W
pwr
is the hardware power consumption, and K p = J × Cam /ce
is the power burden factor where J is the capacity utilization
pwr
factor and Cam is the amortization & maintenance cost per
watt per hour.
3) Cooling Cost: The cooling cost can be estimated as [38]
Ccol = (1 + K c ) × L × ce × PH W

TABLE IV
CPC C OST PARAMETER

(27)
P

where K c is the cooling burden factor and L = cooling
PH W is the
load factor.
4) Personnel Costs: Let the number of personnel per rack
in a data center be composed as follows: IT technicians H I T ,
facility service employees H f , and administrative clerks Ha .
If the average yearly salary is Cap , then the personnel costs
per year can be calculated as [38]
C per = (H I T + H f + Ha ) × Cap

(28)

and its cumulative discounted cost is
t
Ccpc
=

5) Software Cost: The software cost for a data center is
Cso f w = Nrack × Cswr

(29)

where Nrack is the total number of racks in the data center
and Cswr is the average yearly cost of software and licenses
per rack.
6) IT Equipment Cost: IT equipment consists of servers,
switches, and OXC. Their cost for a CPC is calculated as
C I T = Nrack × Crack + Nsw × Csw + Noxc × Coxc

(30)

where Nsw is the number of switches, Noxc is the number
of OXCs, and Crack , Csw , and Coxc are the unitary costs of
servers per rack, switches, and OXCs, respectively.
7) Optical-Fiber Deployment Cost: The optical-fiber
deployment cost is expressed as
C f b = (C f × L a f + Ctr ) × Ntrrh
ot

(31)

where C f is the fiber cost per km, L a f is the average optical
fiber length, Ctr is the cost of an optical transponder, and Ntrrh
ot
is the total number of RRHs.
8) Total CPC Cost: The CAPEX of a CPC is
cpc

Ccap = C f b + C I T

(32)

whereas its OPEX is
cpc

Cop = Csp + C pwr + Ccol + C per + Cso f w

(33)

Hence, its total cost is
cpc

cpc

Ccpc = Ccap + Cop

(34)

Y
−1

Ccpc y

y=0

(1 + d) y

(35)

where Ccpc y is the CPC cost in year y. The total cost for
a CPC network, including its distributed RRHs, is therefore
calculated as
T
t
t
= Ccpc
+ Crrh
.
Ccpc

(36)

G. Total CVN/RVN Cost
The number of CPCs is Ncpc = Argn /Acpc , where Argn is
the area covered by the network and Acpc is the coverage area
of a CPC. Hence the total CVN/RVN cost is
c/r

Cn

T
= Ncpc × Ccpc
.

(37)

The itemized cost values of the RRHs and CPC nodes, inspired
from [22] and [38], respectively, are listed in Tables III and IV.
Please note that the RRHs do not incur any noticeable costs
for their site build-out and lease or for their baseband signals’
transmission. Also please note that the costs for the CPC nodes
were properly set after careful consultation of different vendor
websites and that the costs of real estate, power consumption, and other items were approximated by representative
values [38].
H. Proof of Concept Implementation
As a proof of concept, we have implemented two VNOs
in the Mininet [39] emulation platform. These VNOs are
implemented as two isolated slices sharing the same physical
resources, e.g. computing & storage nodes, network switches,
RRHs, etc. The schematic of the emulation structure is shown
in Figure 6. In the emulation setup, VNO1 is a MVNO
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Fig. 6.

Virtaul wireless networks emulation scenario.

that provides mobile network services to its customers and
VNO2 is an internet service provider (ISP), providing wireless internet access to users through unlicensed spectrum.
We envision a NFV implementation for the operators, where
various network processing nodes, for example, packet gateway, mobility management unit, baseband processing nodes,
etc., are implemented as software instances in the CPC. In the
emulation scenario (Fig. 6), the processing nodes labelled
‘SRV’, ‘PGW1’, ‘PGW2’ and ‘PGW3’ belongs to the VNO1
and the processing node ‘WGW’ is a VNO2 element.
In this experiment, we have studied service differentiation
provisioning for virtual wireless networks in a CVN/RVN
model. We study how various mobile services can be provided with differentiated QoS depending on the application
requirement and also the user subscription category. More
specifically, we studied load balancing for users of VNO1 that
have different subscription categories (prioritized and normal)
and also the offloading of delay tolerant traffic from VNO1 to
VNO2. As performance metrics, we measure round trip transmission delay (RTTD) and achievable throughput while implementing the traffic offloading and load balancing. Network
applications, i.e., virtualization (slicing), offloading and load
balancing are written using a domain specific programming
language (DSPL) named Pyretic [35], which is a northbound
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API. The SDN controller platform POX [31] was used which
is a Python programming language based network operating
system (NOS). POX uses OpenFlow [28] as the southbound
API to modify the forwarding tables of the underlying programmable switches (i.e., open virtual switches (OVSs) [40])
to forward traffic from the respective VNOs. RRHs were
connected to the CPC via high capacity optical fiber cables.
VNO1 operates in licensed radio spectrum while VNO2
uses unlicensed spectrum. Varied radio link qualities for the
two types of networks are realized by implementing more
lossy links for the WiFi network. From a QoS point of
view, VNO1 guarantees better service quality via its dedicated
licensed spectrum and high performance servers connected
by high capacity network links. As shown in Fig. 6, users
h2, h3, h5, h6 and h8, marked red, belong to VNO1, where
h2 and h3 are corporate users who enjoy better network
services due to their higher subscription category and h5, h6
& h8 are regular users. Users h1, h4, h7, h9, h10, marked
in blue, are served by VNO2. In the wireless data center,
connections between the servers and switches are of 1GB
capacity, while no transmission delay and loss are assumed for
these links. The server hosting PGW2 VM (for serving regular
clients from VNO1) is connected via a 800 MB link having a
2% packet loss, while for the WGW VM (to serve delaytolerant traffic), the link is 600 MB, with 0.5 ms delay and a
2% packet loss. These links are configured in such a manner
so as to simulate a differentiated QoS. Connections between
switches and between switches and RRHs are of 1GB capacity.
The fiber length from WDC to the RRH is 2 km, hence a
0.01 ms of transmission delay is assumed, as typical delay for
radio transmission over optical fiber is 5μs/km.
Users of VNO1 have simultaneous access to both the
mobile network and the WiFi network. Given the omni
presence of WiFi networks in our everyday ICT eco-system,
e.g. WiFi networks in campuses, offices, shopping malls,
airports, stadiums, etc., it is a reasonable assumption. For
the service differentiation evaluation, delay sensitive traffic
(e.g. file transfer, video streaming, etc.) from the users of
VNO1 directed to PGW1 (default server for data traffic for
the UEs of VNO1) are offloaded to the WGW server, that
belongs to the VNO2. This helps save licensed spectrum
that can be used for providing services having tighter QoS
requirements, e.g. services producing more delay-sensitive
traffic. Also, in case of VNO1, traffic from privileged users
(h2, h3) is directed to server (PGW3) capable of providing
better QoS from achievable throughput and RTT delay point
of view. Table V shows the RTT delay and throughput for
different service differentiation cases, when the users are
static.
RTTD are measured in ms and the throughput in Mbps. The
‘Regular’ column shows delay and throughput when traffic
from users is forwarded to the server ‘SRV’. The ‘Offloading’
is the measure when delay-tolerant traffic from VNO1 is
offloaded to VNO2 and the ‘Load balancing’ shows the result
of differentiated services for privileged (h2, h3) and regular
(h5, h6, h8) users. Minimum and average delays are shown
in the table. For the control information exchange between
the controller and switches, the transmission time for the
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TABLE V
D ELAY AND A CHIEVABLE T HROUGHPUT FOR S TATIC U SERS

the average achieved throughput when the users are nomadic.
The delay depends on the connected RRH and the quality of
links to the service nodes. According to the 3GPP standard,
the preferable delay for LTE voice and video is <150 ms
and the maximum allowable delay is <400 ms. From the
average RTTD values in Table V and VI, we can see that
the CVN/RVN model satisfies these requirements very well.
V. H YBRID V IRTUALIZED N ETWORK (HVN)

TABLE VI
D ELAY AND A CHIEVABLE T HROUGHPUT FOR M OBILE U SERS

The HVN framework is a combination of the LVN and
CVN/RVN models. It consists of CPCs as well as selectivelydistributed SBSs. The cost advantages of the CVN/RVN
depend on application-specific QoS penalties that impose
minimum acceptable thresholds. To alleviate this problem,
a HVN, which is basically a combination of a LVN and a
RVN, offers the best cost vs. QoS trade-offs. Indeed, a HVN
deploys data centers with SBSs distributed in the coverage
area to meet the service requirements of delay-sensitive traffic.
As one example, suppose that a data center of either RVN or
CVN type covers a certain metropolitan area. And assume that
there are many offices in the downtown of that metropolitan
area that generate a significant amount of voice and live-video
traffic during office hours. A data center with distributed RRHs
might not be able to cope with this highly delay-sensitive
traffic demand. To alleviate this problem, a number of SBSs
can be distributed throughout the downtown area in order
to handle the delay-sensitive traffic (e.g., voice, live video,
etc.) and off-load the more delay-tolerant traffic (e.g., text,
file transfer, web browsing, video streaming, etc.) to the data
center. A network designer has to take into consideration
the demography and expected traffic patterns of any given
deployment area and specify a HVN that is able to handle
the traffic QoS demand in the most efficient way. A HVN
model can be expressed in terms of weights as
H V N = pc × RV N + (1 − pc ) × LV N

(38)

where pc is the portion of the HVN that exploits a data center
(i.e., the CVN/RVN part) and (1− pc ) is the remaining portion
of the network that exploits SBSs (i.e., the LVN part).
VI. DATA R ATE AND U TILITY F UNCTION C ONSTRUCTION

first packet is quite high which in turn increases the average
packet delay; in fact, the long term average delay is lower
than the noted average delay in Table V. No offloading or
load balancing is assumed for VNO2, as shown in Table V.
Services provided by WiFi ISPs are of best effort type, for
this reason, VNO2 does not require traffic offloading or load
balancing. We implemented a random mobility model for the
users of VNO1 and VNO2, and Table VI shows the maximum
(for the first packet) and the average packet RTTD, including

The virtualization frameworks presented in the previous
sections are quite different in terms of their underlying network
structure and hardware choices. Hence, they have their relative
pros and cons as far as the network cost, energy efficiency [41],
and QoS are concerned. As one example, using IT-grade
network equipment in a CVN/RVN architecture is more cost
efficient than using SBSs in a LVN framework. But carrying
signals over RoF from a CPC to the RRHs (and vice-versa)
has its own challenges and limitations from a QoS point
of view. To investigate the trade-offs between a network
operator’s budget and the service quality requirements of the
intended service, we have developed an analytical model for
the proposed virtualization frameworks. This model considers
both network cost and QoS (achievable data rate) as well as the
operator’s preference for cost effectiveness and service quality
of the network. In our analysis, we have only considered
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single-RAT multi-tier networks for the sake of simplicity and
conciseness. The most general multi-RAT multi-tier HetNet
case is under investigation and will be the subject of a future
publication. We have also considered LTE-TDD downlink
transmission. The granularity of physical resources is adjusted
down to the level of the physical resource block (PRB) of the
OFDMA frame structure. The data rate for an OFDMA system
can be calculated as [42]:
RT D D =

Nsub × Nmod × Ncod
[N F F T /(n × BW )](1 + G)

(39)

where Nsub is the number of data subcarriers and
Nmod and Ncod are the numbers of modulated bits per symbol
and the coding rate, respectively. BW, n, and G are the
operating bandwidth, the sampling factor, and the cyclic prefix
length, respectively.
In a TDD system, maintaining time synchronization
between the uplink and downlink transmissions is critical.
The lack of synchronization can disrupt proper decoding of
the transmitted information. In the CVN/RVN framework,
this issue is more critical since the radio propagation path
involves the whole span of optical fiber between the RRHs and
the CPC. The time slot in an OFDMA subframe that enables
this time synchronization is called the guard period (GP).
In our design, we utilize this GP to accommodate the transmission delay for carrying radio signal over the optical fiber
cables that spans from the CPCs to the RRHs. The data rate
for such an OFDMA system employing RoF transmission can
therefore be expressed as
RT∗ D D =

Nsub × Nmod × Ncod × (Ts f − tenb − dcpc × l)
[N F F T /(n × BW )](1 + G) × Ts f
(40)

where Ts f is the length of the special sub-frame, tenb is the
switching time of the eNB, and dcpc is the coverage size
the CPC, and l is the latency per km for radio transmission in
the fiber. To avoid over/under provisioning, we have adopted
in our analysis a square shape for both total coverage and the
CPC areas.
The extra delay incurred by transmissions over the optical
fiber in the transmission causes losses in the achievable
goodput. We characterize this error as the frame error
rate (FER)
√
(41)
F E R = ex p(−α × δ)
P
where δ = 14−G
is the ratio of the pilot-bearing symbols
14
to the total number of symbols in a OFDMA sub-frame and
α is a parameter that models in a simple way the severity
of the channel by the degradation rate at which identification
and synchronization errors increase and, hence, the throughput
decreases through the negative impact of a lower pilot to
sub-frame ratio δ. This parameter should depend on most
of the PHY-layer parameters like the channel bandwidth,
the SNR, the modulation, the coding rate, etc. Taking into
account the F E R = 1 − F E R, the data rate in equation (40),
referred to here as R LT E since we consider here LTE HetNets,
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reduces to
R LT E =

Nsub × Nmod × Ncod × (Ts f − tenb − dcpc × dl )
[1/(n ×

BW
NF F T

)](1 + G) × Ts f

× F E R.

(42)

Higher FER not only further degrades QoS uniformly across
all types of users by reducing spectrum efficiency, but will further impact it, yet unequally, i.e., more so over delay-sensitive
links, by increasing requests for packet retransmissions. While
we account for the former effect on QoS, we do not for
the latter’s. As such, our data rate term should be properly
modified to render both impediments. One way to do so is to
redefine it as follows:
R LT E = ps × R LT sE + pv × R LT vE + psd × R LT sd
E + pid
1/e

1/e

1/e

1/e

× R LT idE

(43)

where ps , pv , psd , and pid denote percentages (i.e., positive
values less than 1) of speech (or voice), video, delay-sensitive,
and delay-insensitive links, respectively, i.e., we have
ps + pv + psd + pid = 1
and where es , ev , esd , and eid denote the delay-severity impact
exponents for speech, video, delay-sensitive data, and delayinsensitive data links, respectively.
Now, we formulate the multi-criteria network utility function that is composed of network cost and achievable data
rate. Network operators should be able to express their preference in terms of level of importance to network cost (both
CAPEX and OPEX) or QoS (data rate). This preference
indicates how important one criterion is against the other
in the framework selection process. Since network cost and
QoS are not compensatory in the selection of a particular
framework, the nullity and unity of the utility function is
important [43]. For this reason, we compose the network utility
as the geometric product of the normalized network cost and
QoS gains:
Uopt (args1) = max args2[U (args)]
=

Cmax − C
Cmax

wc

×

R LT E
R max
LT E

(1−wc )

(44)

where wc and (1 − wc ) are the cost and data-rate weights,
respectively, and args2 = dm , dcpc , φ, ν, BW , G P,
args1 = other PHY and MAC layer parameters, and args =
args1 ∪ args2. Also Cmax = max (dm ,φ,ν) C and R max
LT E =
max (B W,G P,dcpc) R LT E .
VII. R ESULTS
The choice of a certain framework essentially is based on
a given compromise between the corresponding network cost
and the achievable QoS. The LVN can reduce cost to some
extent but its implementation complexity increases due to the
pooling of (virtual) network nodes and the introduction of a
hypervisor. The CVN/RVN is the most cost-effective solution
due to its usage of inexpensive general purpose IT hardware
for baseband signal processing. But the inclusion of optical
fibers in its network architecture places limitations on the
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TABLE VII
E VALUATION S CENARIOS

Fig. 9. Optimal network utility Uopt vs. cost weight wc for different GP
values in reference scenario 1 (cf. Table VII).

opt

Fig. 7. Optimum CPC size dcpc (G P) vs. cost weight wc for different
GP values in the reference scenario I (cf. Table VII).

Fig. 10. HVN optimal network utility, Uopt , vs. cost weight wc for different
GP values in reference scenario I (cf. Table VII).

opt

Fig. 8. Absolute optimum CPC size d̄cpc vs. cost weight wc in different
scenarios (cf. Table VII).

achievable QoS due mainly to additional RTTD for radio
transmission over fiber optic cables. The HVN is a more
balanced approach to network cost and QoS optimization.
In this section, we assess the impact of the PHY and the MAC
layer parameters on the CPC size. We also investigate the
impact of different wireless access configuration parameters
on the achievable network utility performance.
A. Optimum CVN/RVN CPC Size dcpc
The optimal size of a CPC depends on many parameters
such as the system bandwidth, the coverage radius of the
macro base stations, the network architecture (i.e., whether it is
homogeneous or heterogeneous), etc. One of the most critical

parameters affecting the CPC size is the G P value of an
OFDMA subframe. Fig. 7 shows how the optimum CPC size
opt
dcpc versus the cost weight wc varies with GP values in the
reference scenario 1 of Table VII. When the primary concern
is QoS (i.e., less emphasis on cost), smaller CPCs should
be preferred. But when the operational budget is constrained,
network designers should favor relatively larger CPCs with
relatively wider coverage areas. A CPC of 1 to 3 km radius
in a coverage area of 20 km radius is preferred for a wide
range of wc values. Interestingly, in the extreme case when
there is no budget restriction (i.e., wc = 1), the optimal CPC
size is with a 10 km radius, meaning that a RVN (i.e., a single
CPC covering the whole area) can never be an optimal design
choice. It is worth mentioning that MAC layer parameters like
GP can be optimized along with the cost-QoS trade-off in a
CVN/RVN model. The severity of the transmission channel
condition (modelled by α) impacts the optimal GP value
G Popt , i.e., when α = 1.4, G Popt = 4 symbol periods whereas
for α = 3.0, G Popt = 5 symbol periods. For a coverage
area with 20 km radius, the impact of different parameters
(cf. different scenarios in Table VII) on the absolute optimal
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Fig. 11.
Optimal network utility Uopt vs. cost weight wc in different scenarios (cf. Table VII). (a) Scenario 1. (b) Scenario 2. (c) Scenario 3.
(d) Scenario 4. (e) Scenario 5. (f) Scenario 6.
opt

opt

CPC size d̄cpc = dcpc (G Popt ) (i.e., using optimized GP value
G opt )) is illustrated in Fig. 8.
B. CVN/RVN Utility Uopt at Different GP Values
The effect of GP on the total utility behaviour is also
of prime importance. Fig. 9 shows the CVN/RVN utility
behavior for different GP values in the reference scenario 1
(cf. Table VII). The CVN has better utility performance than
RVN for some GP value. And the utility performance of both
is worst for a G P = 1 symbol period. Indeed the optimal
values of dcpc (G P) become relatively the smallest in this
case (i.e., dcpc = 0.7 km when wc = 0), thereby increasing
the network cost by a great extent. The maximum network
utility is achieved with G P = 4 symbol periods (when
α = 1.4) because it balances both the cost and QoS in
the most efficient manner. When G P = 1 in the RVN
case, the network utility is severely penalized because just
one symbol period is not large enough to account for radio
propagation delays over a fiber distance of 20 km for adequate
OFDM DL-UP synchronization. Hence the RVN architecture
can never be a favorite choice, because the network’s QoS
is severely penalized due to the RVN’s inability to properly
resolve PHY (resolving transmission channel severity issues)
and MAC (DL-UL synchronicity) layer issues.
C. Optimum Network Utility Uopt of
HVN for Different GP Values
Fig. 10 illustrates the optimal network utility, Uopt , of a
HVN network for different GP values. At lower cost weights,
i.e., when wc ≤ 0.4, Uopt behavior is almost independent of
the GP value variation. This is due to the fact that, in this

range of the wc values, the dominant part of the HVN is
composed of SBSs which do not incur any QoS degradation
for RoF transmission delays, hence the invariance towards the
GP value. But the interesting part of the graph is between
wc = 0.4 to wc = 0.8, because in this design region, the HVN
offers the most balanced trade-off between network cost and
achievable QoS. This become more evident from the results
of the following subsection.
D. Comparison of Optimal Network Utility Uopt
for Different Frameworks
Fig. 11 illustrates the network utility behavior for
different frameworks and also a traditional LTE network (referred to as TN) using optimal GP values (i.e.,
G Popt = 4 when α = 1.4 and G Popt = 5 when
α = 3.0). In all the scenarios, HVN has the best utility
behavior. For mid-range values of wc (e.g., when wc =
0.4 − 0.8 in scenario 2 of Table VII), the HVN clearly has the
best utility performance. For lower or higher wc values, the
LVN and the CVN approaches ultimately match the HVN in
utility performance at either end of the wc range, respectively,
but never outperform it. Acknowledging both facts that HVN
offers lower cost than the LVN at lower wc values and
higher QoS than the CVN at higher wc values, it stands up
unambiguously as the best network design choice. The value
of wc is a subjective design choice that depends on given
MVON’s/SP’s investment constraints and intended services.
opt

E. Optimal CVN Network Coefficient pc vs. Cost
opt
Weight wc and Optimal CPC Radius d̄cpc
To observe the dependence of the deployment ratio of CVN
and LVN on the cost weight wc , Fig. 12 shows the optimal
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for CVN coverage of rest of the area. But it is interesting
to note that as coverage by a CVN is increased (i.e., when
0.1 ≤ pc ≤ 0.7), a CPC with radius 2 to 3 km is optimal design
choice. This indicates that even if most of the wireless coverage is done through CVNs, the size of the CPCs should remain
smaller. This is because of the fact that as dcpc increases, the
length of the fiber-optic cables that connect the RRHs to the
CPCs, also increases which in turn, increases the RTTD of the
signals transmitted from the CPCs to the RRHs and vice-versa.
Such an increase in RTTD degrades the achievable throughput,
hence the lower QoS. For this reason, a lower dcpc is preferred
by the utility model (cf. equation (44)).
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Fig. 12. Optimal CVN network coefficient pc vs. cost weight wc in different
scenarios (cf. Table VII).

Fig. 13. Optimal CPC radius d̄cpcopt vs. CVN network coefficient pc vs.
cost weight wc in scenario I (cf. Table VII).

opt

CVN network weight coefficient pc within a HVN for
different wc values. It is observed that for lower cost weights
(i.e., 0 ≤ wc ≤ 0.3 (0.4 for scenario-5)), when very high
QoS is required, the optimal CVN coefficient is pc =0, which
means that the whole network should be a LVN. If the offered
service has lower QoS demand (e.g., file transfer, non real time
applications, etc.), the SP should opt for building its network
from the virtual resources of a data center (CPC). In contrast,
if the offered service has strict QoS demand (e.g., voice, live
video, etc.), the SP should integrate a larger share of special
purpose hardware (LVN) that guarantees much faster PHY
and MAC layer processing and also much lower transmission
delays.
To have an overall idea of the dependence of the CVN
opt
network coefficient pc on the optimal CPC radius d̄cpc , and
opt
cost weight, wc , we plot in Fig. 13, its variation with dcpc
and wc . It is to be noted that for a low CVN coefficient
opt
(i.e., pc = 0.1), the optimal CPC radius d̄cpc is independent
of the cost weight wc , which is intuitive because if most
of the wireless coverage is provided by distributed SBSs,
a smaller wireless data center (i.e., a lower dcpc ) is sufficient

Wireless network virtualization is considered as an
important component of future 5G networks for their ability
to enable efficient resource sharing and to promote network
innovation by providing greater flexibility in network design.
Wireless networks vary widely in terms of the services they
provide and also the radio access technologies they use.
For this reason, implementing a generalized virtualization
architecture that enables deployment of different kinds of
virtual wireless networks is a challenging issue. In this
paper, we propose three different models for wireless access
network virtualization that differ in terms of their underlying
physical infrastructures. The models have different set-up and
operational costs; their performance also varies in terms of
achievable network QoS. In the presence of multiple possible
frameworks, the selection of an appropriate model for a certain
scenario is a critical multidimensional challenge. In order
to compare the proposed virtualization frameworks, we have
built a composite multi-criteria utility model that considers
both the economic and technical aspects (from PHY-MAC
layer efficiencies) of the frameworks. It has been found that
MAC layer parameters such as the guard period (GP) in an
OFDM frame structure can be optimized from a network’s
cost-QoS perspective. The composite utility model presented
in this article provides guidance to network designers on
choosing a network model that fulfil the operator’s investment
target and service requirement constraints. It is observed that
the CVN/RVN model has a cost advantage while the LVN
provides a better QoS guarantee. For a network design, neither
only network cost (i.e., wc = 1) nor only achievable QoS
(i.e., wc = 0) can be of concern. There must be a compromise
between the two. From the analytical results presented in
this paper, it can be concluded that, the HVN can in fact,
attain a balance between network cost & QoS according to
a VNO’s/SP’s investment constraint and service provisioning
goal. In order to make the analysis tractable, a rather
simplified model has been assumed for network performance
analysis. This model does not consider advanced PHY-MAC
technologies such as coordinated multi point (CoMP), joint
resource scheduling and processing among neighbouring
BSs, interference management for a centralized control plane
architecture, etc. In our future work, we shall include these
features in the analysis of the frameworks along with the handoff and interference management phenomena in multi-RAT
HetNets.
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